
Baby Alpaca 70



Size: UK 10/12-12/14 (14/16-16/18)
USA 6/8-8/10 (10/12-12/14)
EU 36/38-38/40 (40/42-42/44)
Note: figures in brackets ( ) refer to larger sizes. 
Where only one figure is given this refers 
to both sizes.
Skill Level: intermediate

How much yarn: 8 (10) balls of 50g (125m) 
of Baby Alpaca 70 yarn (70% Alpaca Baby, 
30% Pure Wool), in shade no. 9470    
Needles: A pair of 4.50mm (no. 7) needles
Sewing needle: Yarn needle with rounded point

STITCHES
Using needles: K1, P1 rib - Stocking stitch (st st)
BROKEN RIB STITCH: 
(work over a number of odd sts) 
Row 1: * K1, P1; rep from * ending with K1.
Row 2: Purl to end. Rep these 2 rows throughout. 

TENSION
22 sts and 26 rows measure 10cm square over 
broken rib st with 4.50mm (no. 7) needles.
Take time to check tension before starting work: it is 
essential to work to the stated tensions to achieve 
success. 

INSTRUCTIONS
Back: with 4.50mm (no. 7) needles cast on 111 (119) 
sts. For border, work 5 rows K1, P1 rib and 1 row purl 
(= 2cm). Continue to work in broken rib stitch. 
When work measures 30 (32)cm from beg, corre-

sponding to 74 (80) rows from border, cast on 46 
sts at end of next 2 rows to create sleeves. There 
are 203 (211) sts. Work first and last 5 sts in st st and 
rem centre 193 (201) sts in broken rib st. When work 
measures 54 (58)cm from beg, corresponding to 
136 (148) rows from border, cast off all sts.

Front: work as Back until work measures 47 (51)cm 
from beg, corresponding to 118 (128) rows from 
border. Shape neck by casting off centre 20 sts 
and, using another ball of yarn, continue sepa-
rately on either side. On neckedge of either side 
cast off every alternate row: 3 sts twice and 2 sts 
once, then dec 1 st, inside 2 sts, every alt row 4 
times. On right-hand side dec working K2tog, on 
left-hand side skp (= slip 1 st, knit 1 st, pass slipped 
st over K1). When work measures 54 (58)cm from 
beg, corresponding to 136 (148) rows from border, 
cast off the 79 (83) sts remained on each shoul-
der. 

FINISHING
Sew left shoulder seam. Collar: with RS facing and 
4.50mm (no. 7) needles pick up 104 sts all around 
neckedge from Back and Front and work 20 rows 
in K1, P1 rib. Cast off in rib. Sew right shoulder and 
collar seam. Fold on WS the first 2 sts in stocking st 
at end of sleeves and sew in position, using yarn 
needle and slip stitch. Sew side and sleeve seams.

Note: wash garment carefully at low temperatures, 
with a very little fabric softener. Lay the garment to 
dry on a flat surface, without ever hanging it.

Ribbed T-shirt    


